Lions Class

WC – 4th May 2020.

Year 5

These activities have been put together as an addition to the packs that have already been sent home.
This is a non-compulsory set of activities and have been put together to provide a bit more structure to the day for
those who feel they may benefit from it.
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Continue to work on your projects in your packs.
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Spellings

Pobble 365 (See

Literacy shed – Taking

Extended writing.

Words with ‘silent’

image and text

letters at the start.

below)

Knight, wreckage,

Where will the wave

Flight
https://www.literacyshed.com/taki
ngflight.html

https://www.literacyshed.com/
takingflight.html

writer, knowledge,

break?

knuckle, wreath,
pterodactyl,

Will it breach the sea

mnemonic, wrestler,

wall?

knife
Children find the

Why do you think

meaning of any

some people enjoy

words they are

danger?

Before watching the

In the film we do

short film, think about

not see the alien, in

copy down the

Have you ever been

and answer these

your narrative Tony

spelling list on to

in danger? What did

questions;

could meet one of

paper and circle the

it feel like?

-What is the

them.

relationship between the

alien, create the

each of the words.

Are there different

two characters?

dialogue that is had

Can they add any

types of danger?

-Where could they be

between the alien,

going / where have

Tony and Grandpa.

they can think of

*CHALLENGE*

they been?

with a silent

A simile is a figure

first letter?

of speech comparing

Children write them

one thing with

into sentences.

another using 'as' or

unsure of. Then,

silent sounds in

English

more words that

'like', used to make a
Powerful Words:

description more

Pot-bellied and

emphatic or vivid.

squat

Describe the

-How old do you think

Remember when

the two characters are

writing to use capital

and why?

letters to start your
sentences and for

Watch the clip through

names and places,

twice (more if needed).

and full

Discuss how Tony

stops/exclamation

might have been feeling

marks/questions

throughout the film.

marks to end your
sentences.
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Children to draw

Can you identify the

*Task*

Adjectives (describes

images that

similes in my

Make a list of all the

the noun) and

represent each

writing?

emotions that Tony felt

adverbs (describes

at the different stages.

the verb) will help

Can you write a

*CHALLENGE*

make this interesting.

paragraph to describe

When have you felt

Also, include a

the wave, including

these emotions? What

subordinate clause

one or two similes?

happened to make these

(https://www.studyzone.tv/less
onID268-I-know-what-mainand-subordinate-clauses-are).
*CHALLENGE*

word.

emotions change?

Include a relative
clause.
(https://www.studyzone.tv/less
onID265-I-can-identify-and-userelative-clauses).
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To read, write,

To count forwards

To interpret negative

To round to the

order and compare

or backwards in

numbers in context.

nearest 10 and 100

numbers to at least

steps of powers of

1 000 000 and

10.

determine the
value of each digit.
Children create a

and 1000.
Draw a number line
from -50 to 50 with a

https://classroomsecrets.co.uk/
counting-in-powers-of-10-year5-place-value-resource-pack/

suitable scale (can be

https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=LGRoPAPMZhA

10s, 5s, 2s or 1s).
Give children numbers

place value chart

to place on the scale.

from ones to

Ask to go 5 more or

millions. Give

less, especially across

children a variety

0.

of numbers for them
to place into the
chart. Pick a digit

*TASK*

Task below.

and ask for them to

Maths – Place Value

tell you what the
value is i.e.
325,894 – What is
the value of the 8?
800.

*TASKS BELOW*

*TASK*
https://nrich.maths.org/10426
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Some people love living dangerously. For some
people, the thrill of a near miss is what they crave
their whole lives; the moment of panic that rises up
from the pit of your stomach like your blood has
turned to ice, but then washes over you like
blissfully warm water as the danger passes.

This was one of those moments. You could hear the
sharp intake of breath as the crest of the fifty metre
wave frothed and foamed like the mouth of an
angry Kraken. There were only seconds left to
wait...
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